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PIP VOL 5: THE MUSIC ISSUE
eighteen songs from eighteen people. one spread per
song. our collective good taste.
there are a lot of firsts here. for the first time, this volume
was printed rather than just remaining digital. for the first
time, music and sound influenced the design of these
pages.
my goal for pip has always been to unite the expanding
tastes and creative minds of anyone who chose to submit, to create a representation of who we are. we are
artists. we are makers. we are thinkers. we are feelers.
i want to extend a huge shout out to our contributers. it
goes without saying, pip wouldn’t be possible without
them. i am always blown away by the creativity and passion of the people who make pip uniquely pip, and this
time was no different.
the following pages are filled with the words and sentiments of our contributers. they are filled with the sounds
and rhythms that shape us.
so dive in, enjoy. you can listen along to our playlist on
spotify while you enjoy.
(www.open.spotify.com/user/pipmagazine)
your pal,

julia pepler

editor in chief
juliapepler.ca

pipmagazine.com

ig@pip.magazine

fb@magazine.pip
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THE PLAYLIST

1.

6 8 by Gabriel Garzón-Montano
SUBMITTED BY ADRIAN DÉNOMMÉ

2.

West End Kids by Emma Louise
SUBMITTED BY MAEVE LEJEUNE

3.

Tú Sí Sabes Quererme (feat. Los Macorinos)
by Natalia Lafourcade
SUBMITTED BY CECILIA SANCHEZ N

4.

Small Car by Marvin Pontiac
SUBMITTED BY JASPER WRINCH

5.

Lady Luck by Club Kuru
SUBMITTED BY DENNIS VALOUISKI

6.

I Want To Break Free by Queen
SUBMITTED BY MONA FANI

7.

Truth Hurts by Lizzo
SUBMITTED BY KATIA LUBCHENKO

8.

América Latina Obrera by Ali Primera

9.

Windowsill by Arcade Fire

SUBMITTED BY MARCUS DÉNOMMÉ

SUBMITTED BY PAISLEY CONRAD

10. Light Years by The National
SUBMITTED BY ANNE BOURNE

11. President (35) by Elliott Brood
SUBMITTED BY ISAAC FORSLAND

12. Attaboy by Chris Thile, Edgar Meyer,
Stuart Duncan, and Yo-Yo Ma
SUBMITTED BY TIMMA FLANAGAN

13. Strange Things Will Happen by The Radio
Dept.
SUBMITTED BY CATALINA VALENZUELA VARAS

14. Gabriel (Live Garage Version) by Roy Davis
Jr. Feat. Peven Everett
SUBMITTED BY ETHAN HAWKSWORTH

15. Too Little Too Late by Jojo
SUBMITTED BY ELLEN ORCHARD

16. Hung Up On My Baby by Isaac Hayse
SUBMITTED BY BRIGITTE PATENAUDE

17. This Must Be the Place (Naive Melody)
by Talking Heads
SUBMITTED BY JULIA CUNDARI

18. Take Me Home Country Roads by John
Denver
SUBMITTED BY EVANGELINE BELZILE

www.open.spotify.com/user/pipmagazine
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6 8 by Gabriel
Garzón-Montano

Adrian Dénommé

Digital, 2018

Midweek in Morningside
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I’ve loved Emma Louise’s
music for a while and when
I first listened to this song
in particular, it really resonated with me. I didn’t pay
close attention to the lyrics at first and it was only
when I looked them up
that I discovered she was
singing about the suburb
that I grew up in, still live,
and might never leave. The
suburb is called West End
and it’s in inner city Brisbane, Australia. It has long
had a vibrant and creative
community but in recent
years has gone through
a lot of change, usually in
the form of new high rise
apartments. I noticed that
lots of beautiful and iconic
little houses were quickly disappearing, so I decided I would try to draw
and document as many as
I could, starting with the
houses that are important
to me first.
The artwork I have included
is of a house that a friend
of mine lived in. It’s a big
share house and has had
lots of people living in it
over the years. It’s a good
depiction of the iconic
‘Queenslander’
house,
typical to the state of
Queensland. The features
include: a tin roof, tongue
and groove wood paneling and it being high up on
stilts.

MAEVE LEJEUNE
Caelyn’s House
Pen & watercolour
on A3 paper
2018

Everyone has their own
connection to the suburb and many people are
fiercely protective of it. The
song, ‘West End Kids’, is
melancholic yet romantic.
It’s about change and loss,
something we all have to
deal with. Drawing is my
coping mechanism for that.
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We drove to the north of
Spain together in a Smart
Car. We did a playlist for
the trip days before we
left Barcelona. I was so
nervous driving that we
weren't able to listen to all
the playlist we made.
Cecilia Sanchez N
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THIS IS THE STORY OF A PLACE VERY, VERY, VERY, FAR

expansion. Settling for cars
out of cans. Not growing tall.
Saying “Hello,” instead of asking. Up at the stars and — feeling breath, hearing roots slide
through dirt, watching grass
tips move as one, laying down
— not demanding an answer.
A stone away from the linden
walk, with a cow lowing in the
distance. Lying in the grass.

SmALL CAR BY MARVIN PONTIAC

Come across, come back. Or
so they say. The ground to be
tread upon has been so, over
and over before. Not anything
new. Not a spare step of discovery. Only to wade through
the grasses lying fallow, to
step and clamber over the
timeworn wall, standing so
long as to be merged to the
ground it separates. A stone
off the old linden walk. The
history stuck in stone here. In
the crumbling walls thick with
age. Stones, just off the old linden walk, laid layer upon layer,
growing no higher, only denser
with the years. To walk into the
centre of the field, only a faint
rush of air as the train sweeps
by, a wave on the tips of the
grass. Laying fallow to any
new conquest. A foreign body,
barely separate from the mother, lays fallow on the dirt. Lying down, not taking anymore.
Maybe, but certainly not taking
back. It wasn’t ever mine. Lay
me down, into the field. Towers of green stalks stretching
up, growing thinner as they
rise. Hair to the soil, undulating
in swaths by the wind rolling
over. Buds pressing against
the skin of a forearm, a neck.
The cows low from afar. Feeling the foreign earth push at
my back. An ant crawls over
a finger. Manifesting only the
rise and fall of a chest, eyelids
slipping halfway down the eye
in indifferent perception. The
only place to feel ownership,
in the feeling of the ant, in the
shoot imperceptibly pushing a
pant leg aside on its journey
sunward, in patch of shadow
receding across a chest leaving the crisp sunlight to warm.
The only place. Centred in a
field. Not belonging to anyone
anymore. Any one. How long
until anyone takes note? Until
snow fills the mouth. How long
until someone sees the silhouette in the grass? Until someone claims that spot theirs.
Laying claim halfway. Back
from the colonies to feel the
mist of home blown just away.
Re-stolen perhaps. From an
ancestor. I never left, only returned. Exercising the limit.
Intention in saying “No further,
no more.” Moving backwards,
but out of humility. Being okay
with not knowing. Living within
the means. Cutting short the

Jasper Wrinch
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BURNS
SLOW

Lady Luck by Club Kuru

LIKE A
FIRE

Dennis Valouiski
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35 mm film 		

2018

This was my very first karaoke
song a couple years ago. i always begin the night with this
one.
MONA FANI

I WANT TO BREAK FREE BY QUEEN
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Truth Hurts by Lizzo

“This song is one that makes ya

dance your pants off,” said Katia Lubchenko.
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América
Latina
Obrera by
Ali Primera

Tourism
digital photograph
2015
Marcus Dénommé
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I have an Arcade Fire tattoo. It’s the album artwork for Neon Bible, and is often
misidentified as a book with the pages
wide open, spine on the ground. I’m a
server, and a lot of customers make clichéd jokes about how I must like reading, or ask if I’m a student, if it’s a book.
The answers are yes, yes, and no, it is
not a book. It is a visual representation
of an album critiquing the commodification of both faith and the feminine body
under late capitalism in America.

Windowsill by
Arcade Fire

Paisley Conrad

A house on fire or the rising sea?
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Light Years by The National

Black shoreline
May 2019
Reynisfjara

Anne Bourne
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Isaac Forsland

Barn
B&w analog photograph, 2016
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Elliott Brood

President (35) by

music captures place,
immortalizes it. for all its
strengths, for all its terrible flatness. but in any
place you can dance. the
wordless dance shapes to
the surroundings as you
roll, tumble, swerve sharp,
churn down a hill.
Timma Flanagan

Chris Thile
Edgar Meyer,
Stuart Duncan
and Yo-Yo Ma
31

Catalina valenzuela varas

I like a song that reminds
you of the small victories
in life.
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Gabriel

(Live

Garage

Version)

by

Roy

Davis

Jr.

Feat.

Peven

Everett

This tune was the only tune
I cried to...while groovin’
as hard as I could, lol. The
euphoria is soul crushing
on this one. There’s something about the horns, and
the vocals, and how distant everything sounds/
feels; I didn’t come up with
this term, but I like to call
songs like this, ‘floaty rollers’. When the time is right,
or I’m feeling lost, I put this
song to boost my spirit.
Ethan Hawksworth
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Too Little Too Late

I first came across Jojo at
ten, and watching the music video, I immediately
knew I'd found something
special. Those slow fades,
those solo shots, those
rectangular shades, oh! to
have your heartbroken in
the pouring rain and know
true love and suffering like
Jojo. I found it all so incredibly relatable, though I had
never had anything remotely similar happen to me. I
longed for a boy to love
me (or even talk to me) and
decided (hypothetically, of
course) that I would endure
such heartbreak, like Jojo,
for the opportunity to sing
this epic song. To have lost

ellen orchard

by Jojo

love would be worth it if I
had felt it in the first place.
Last month, “Too Little Too
Late” came on at work in
an early 2000s nostalgia
playlist. I shared the tale
of the Jojo quest with my
co-workers and we bonded over our mutual love
and respect for the icon
that is Joanna Noelle “Jojo”
Levesque. Except for Sophie, who is 17, and said
she had no idea who Jojo
was. I laughed but this was
no joke, she’d never encountered her. A timeless
icon she may be, but Jojo’s
fans are, apparently, immediately dated.
Synchronicity describes a
series of events which coincide in time and appear
meaningfully related, but
have no causal connection. So, as in, me having
not thought about Jojo for
years, and then within the
span of one month, her
popping up everywhere.
Last month, a boy who my
friend has been in love with
for months finally professed
his love for her. She had
since started dating another boy: a classic Jojo moment, and as such, I sent
her the link to this song
ASAP. Three weeks ago, in
the library, one nonplussed
girl sitting two seats from
me, blared Jojo accidentally from her laptop, having
forgotten to plug her headphones in. Then, last week,
my Spotify Discover Weekly did me a real solid, alerting me to the fact that Jojo
released an album in 2018
- who knew?! What’s better, this album’s cover art
and sound is straight out
of the early 2000s. A complete time warp, almost as
if over a decade of music
in between never occurred.
Fitting, as listening to Jojo
now, I am still a girl desperately curious about how it
is we love and are loved.
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I only just heard
this ~groovy~ song in the past week or so.

Hung Up On My Baby By Isaac Hayes

Brigit e Patenaude
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T h i s
M u s t
Be
Julia Cundari

Meeting Place
Oil on canvas
36 x 48 inches

The

P l ac e
( Naive
Melody)

by

Talking
Heads
41

Take Me Home, Country Roads
by John DenveR

a beach fire in tofino
and salty hair in white sheets
and post-surf kisses
and eight months in a greenhaus
and a car packed with everything you own
and early morning drives
and your grandpa’s song request at every family dinner
and sharing headphones on the ferry
and canola fields in july
this song is leaving home
missing home
and going home
evangeline belzile
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Colophon

pip vol 5: the music issue

was published and printed
in november 2019 in vancouver, canada. this, along
with all our past volumes, is
available online, for free, at
pipmagazine.com

printed on with a professional-grade Xerox Colour
Press printer. hand bound
using recyclable metal
wire-o binding.
type set in prhyme, radiator, kepler std and akzidenz-grotesk pro.
pip magazine aims to promote emerging artists from
around the world. created
and designed by Julia Pepler (juliapepler.ca).
the accompanying playlist for this volume can be
found at open.spotify.com/
user/pipmagazine
a huge shout out to julia
cundari, meghan jackson,
marcus dénommé, sarah
genge, and mona fani for
helping to make this one
possible.
cover photograph: Mona
Fani
page 7: Petri Aukia, 1979,
Flickr
page 16/17: Tom Hubbard, 1973, US National
Archives
page 34/35: Rick Pilot,
1971, Flickr
page 38/39: Infrogmation
of New Orleans, 1995,
Flickr
page 42/43: Dozens of
Cousins, 1956, Flickr
page 45: Julia Pepler
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